Endres works on its large machine park with a total of seven HEDELIUS machining centres of the C and BC series.
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Not only the order volume underwent
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to be processed have gotten bigger, so
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building in 2004. From the small business,
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years earlier, it became a sought-after toll
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the philosophy of HEDELIUS on-site at the

Powerful CNC machines
The HEDELIUS machining centres of the C
and BC series, which are used at Endres,
were developed for the three and four-axis
machining. They are characterized by large

time. At that time, the manufacturer was
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Nevertheless, the cooperation worked well
from the beginning.

travel paths, powerful main spindles and
robust machine tables. Another advantage:
The working spaces, with the nearly
vertical chip shafts, can be easily loaded
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Bigger and bigger tasks
Now,
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machining centre in the production halls
of Endres: “This machine fully meets our
requirement profile: We need precision,
high

performance

and

user-friendly

handling”, explained Michael Endres. The
spindle power of up to 55.0 kW as well as
the stability typical of HEDELIUS played a
role in choosing BC 100.
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